The Arts
The fashion committee

Spin the sky

by Susan Juby

by Jill MacKenzie

A humorous he-said, she-said story by
the author of Alice, I Think follows an art
scholarship competition between a
fashion-obsessed girl and a sculptor
who could not care less about clothes,
a rivalry shaped by a complicated
relationship, a soul-crushing job and a
legal misunderstanding.

Longing to escape the small clamming
community where she and her sister
are bullied misfits, Magnolia risks a
close friendship to compete in a
television dance competition to win a
lucrative cash prize.

Stranger things have happened

Noteworthy

by Jeff Strand

by Riley Redgate
Feeling undervalued because of
musical talents that place her outside
the spotlight, Jordan disguises herself
as a boy to gain entry into a
competitive, all-male a cappella group
that is looking for a singer with her vocal
range.

Fifteen-year-old Marcus tries to uphold
the honor of his beloved greatgrandfather, aka Zachary the
Stupendous, by performing a daring
magic trick involving a disappearing
shark.

Original fake

Tash hearts Tolstoy

Hating his life with his eccentric family
members, introvert Frankie Neumann
resists his own artistic urges to take a
boring job at a pizzeria before meeting a
pair of errand runners for a legendary
anonymous street artist,

When a shout-out by a famed vlogger
causes her own web series to go viral,
Tash embarks on an ambitious project
marked by her love of Tolstoy, adoring
fans, high pressure, a cyber-flirtation
with a fellow award nominee and her
secret asexual orientation.

by Katie Ormsbee

by Kirstin Cronn-Mills

Pop girl

by Tallia Storm
Forced to miss a national singing
competition to accompany her parents
on a once-in-a-lifetime Hawaiian
vacation, 14-year-old Storm Hall is
invited to sing with a Hawaiian band and
is delighted when one of their songs is
played on the radio before learning that
they credited someone else as the singer.

When It's Real
by Erin Watt

Wealth, fame and a real-life romance
she never expectedseventeen-yearold Vaughn Bennett lands it all when
she agrees to become a pop star's fake
girlfriend.
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